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The invention relates to fountain pens and

has as an object the provision of a pen having
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To index the feed bar in the hood the shoulder

22 is shown as formed with a notch 26' and the

the parts designed to be molded from a synthetic shoulder 24 with a complemental lug 27 residing
plastic.
in the notch when the pen is assembled.
??
It is a further object of the invention to provide 5 The length of the skirt 28 of the union IT is
a pen having a nib that may be adjusted relative Such that it will not seat against the internal
to the feed bar and barrel whereby to modify shoulder 29 before full pressure is developed be

its effective resiliency.
tween shoulders 23, 26. It follows that the point
Further objects of the invention are to improve
3 of the nib will be accurately indexed with
the feed of the ink to the nib by independently lo the point, 3 of the nib carrying portion 32 of

venting air to the ink reservoir; to provide capillary ink Storage Spaces at the Surface of the feed

bar that may be molded but yet retain their
capillary character; to improve the ink and air

the feed bar and with the nib itself for reasons
described below. Because the hood cannot be

revolved on the feed bar, and because the union is
forcibly Screwed into the hood developing holding

flow during the filling operation; to provide a fill- ls friction on the threads between the union and
ing structure that permits of large ink capacity hood plus friction at the shoulders 23, 26, any
in the barrel; and to improve the cap retention attempt to unscrew the threads 25, after the pen.

On the barrel.
is assembled, by causing relative rotation between
Further objects will appear from the following
the hood and the reservoir 8, will cause removal
description when read in connection with the ac- 20 of the reservoir, leaving the assembly of the hood,
companying drawingS Showing illustrative i em-

feed bar, and union unaffected.

-.. .

bodiments of the invention and wherein:
Advantages of this structure are:... that once
Figure 1 is a side elevation of the pen with the the pen is assembled the relation of the feed bar
cap in Writing position.
to the hood is fixed; the size of certain capillarly
Figure 2 is a central longitudinal Section to a 25 passages, to be described, is fixed; the nib which
much enlarged Scale broken away to reduce its
is carried by the feed bar has a firm Support With
length.
in the surrounding structure; and assembly is
Figure 3 is a detail central vertical section upon
facilitated.
a still larger scale showing a different form of
The reservoir member 8 has Screw threaded
ink container.
30 engagement with the union f7, a ring 33 being
Figure 4 is a detail longitudinal section showing
interposed in the joint, the ring having an out
the feed bar with a portion of the hood member
Wardly convex surface to coact with the cap.
of the pen.

,

In the form of Figure 2, the reservoir 8 directly

Figure 5 is a plan view of the feed bar.
receives the ink and for filling purposes a bulb
Figure 6 is a plan view partly broken away of 352 is shown as seated in an annular recess 34

a form of nib.

Figures 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 are transverse sections upon a Still further enlarged scale taken

formed in the extension 35 of the reservoir which

extension provides with the Screw threads 20
for retention of the cap 9.

--

on the corresponding Section lines of Figure 4,
In the form of Figure 3 a rubber sack 36 is
and
40 shown as engaged upon an extension 3 of the
Figure 12 is a, perspective view of a, Spring memfeed bar which sack is integral with the filling
ber to form a portion of the cap of the pen.
bulb 2' extending into the tip 9 to be exposed
AS Shown, the pen comprises a hood member
for manipulation when the tip is removed for the
f5 having a feed bar 6 fixedly mounted therein
purpose. As shown, the sack 36 is formed with

retained by a union 7, and a reservoir member 45 an enlarged portion 38 providing a shoulder 39
8, terminating in a tip 9 retained and removable
at the screw threaded joint 28 for access to the

pen filling device 2 or 2.
The feed bar is shown as formed with oppositely
facing shoulders 22, 23. The shoulder 22, when
shoulder 24 by pressure developed by the screw
threaded connection 25 between the union and
the hood causing internal shoulder 26 of the union
the pen is assembled is pressed against an internal

to overlie' an internal shoulder 40 formed in the
reservoir portion 8'. By provision of these co
acting shoulders 39, 40, it is impossible for mis
use of the bulb 2.’ to result in displacing the
50 sack 36.
the feed bar as shown comprises a nib receiv
ing portion 4 , an extension 42 to fit within the
union 7, and a centrally enlarged portion formed
with a plurality of grooves 43 to serve as ink stor

to press against the shoulder 23 of the feed bar. 55 age means from which ink may be given down

3.
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4.

when excess demand of writing conditions re

The nib is shown as formed with the usual per
foration 70 and the slit 7 leading to the point
of the nib is slightly widened adjacent the per

quireS.

As shown, the upper portion of the bar is formed
with an ink channel 4 cutting across the grooves
43 and extending from communication With the
interior of the reservoir to a point as 5 closely
adjacent the point of the nib. At 46 the channel
44 dips to pass below the indexing lug 2 which

foration 0.

The cap shown for purpose of illustration com

prises a metallic Shell T2 turned into a flange 73
about the open end of an internal shell 74 as of

plastic material with a clasp 75 interposed be
tWeen the flange 3 and the head of a Screw
threaded plug engaging internal screw threads in

resides in the notch 28 as already described. The
channel 44 is shown as curved downwardly at 4
and widened at its sides as shown at 48, 49 to per

the end of the Shell. A down turned lug struck
from the eye of the clasp enters a recess in the

mit air entering at the sides of and over the nib
to pass to the well 5 in communication with the
bore 52 of the feed bar. The said bore is ShoWn
as enlarged to receive the end of a vent bar 53
which extends to the upper portion of the ink res
erWOir.
Ample air admission space is shown at 54 below
the end of the said bar. During the filling Oper
ation ink may be supplied to the grooves 33

flange of the shell, as shown in Figure 2, to pre

vent relative movement. To retain the cap upon

the pen when the pen is not in use, an internal

Sleeve member it is seated in the shell 72 and

revolution of the sleeve with respect to the cap
is prevented by means of portions 78 seating in
receSSes 79, in the sleeve. The material 74 is

fixed immovably in the shell as by cementing the

through a lower channel 59 which cuts across the
grooves 43 at the lower side of the feed bar and

which terminates at 57, as well as over the nib,

through opening iO of the nib and into channel
44.

An important feature of the invention is the

proviison of a pen all parts of which may be
molded from a synthetic resin.
The grooves 43 in order to be operative must
be of capillary size. Capillarity is secured in a
form of feed bar which may be molded in ac
cordance with the invention, by making the
grooves 43 wide enough to be molded but shallow
enough to have capillary action when in coaction
with the Surrounding hood structure. To this end
the interior of the hood is shown as being of a

Same therein and the sleeve 77 is retained in the

shell by the down turned margin 80 thereof.
As shown the sleeve 7 is cut away at portions

8 £ to provide a resiliency of the remaining por
is tions 82 which portions are inwardly deflected
and formed with an annular recess 83 to snap
over the ring 33 in the pen body. The interior of
the plastic portion 74 of the pen is dimensioned
to have a sealing seat at 84 closely adjacent the
20 front end of the hood member of the pen and the
angle between the coacting surfaces is such as to
mot slip When fixed home.
To ren? Ove the cap from the pen a turning mo
tion is utilized to break the seal, combined with
a longitudinal pull to remove the spring members
32 from the rib 33.

diameter to provide a slight spacing from the

In Operation the flow of ink from the reservoir

edges of the ribs 58 between the grooves 43 where

toward the nib through the passage 44 is inde

as the flanges 59, 69 of the feed bar are of slightly

greater diameter than the ribs 58 So, as to fit
closely within the hood at one end and Within the
union at the other end of the feed bar.
The internal diameter of the union 7 where it
overlies some of the ribs 58 is the same as the
internal diameter of the hood member itself.
An important feature of the invention is a nib

40

pendent of the access of air to the reservoir
through the bore 52 and the vent tube 53. At

times when the flow in passage 44 is in excess
of Writing requirements the excess ink will be re

ceived by the grooves 43 with escape of air from
the grooves by way of passage 56. When writing
5 definands are excessive the reserve supply from
the grooves 43 will supplement that flowing from
which may be adjusted for different Writing qual
the reservoir and air in channel 56 will lessen the
ities. To this end the portion 4f of the feed bar 'Surface tension of the groove-held supply to re
is shown as Substantially triangular in cross sec
lease it. The space between the ridges 58 and
tion with Cne side of the triangle formed upon
the inner surface of the hood will assist in the
a convex Surface. The nib 5 shown in plan view
flow of ink from the grooves to the nib.
in Figure 6 has a convex portion 62 to seat upon
When the ink flowing to the nib reaches the
the convex surface of the feed bar and wings 63, spaces
48,9 it wil fai into andannero
64, each extending at an angle to the portion 62
bore 5 and overflow therefrom to the nib. Vent
to overlap the remaining two sides of the trian- ; ; , air entering through the channel 44 will bubble
gular portion of the feed bar. The feed bar is
through the ink in the cross bore, into the vent
shown as formed with depressions S5 and the
52 thereby valving the supply of ink from the
nib with a. pair of beads 6 to enter the depres
reservoir.
The channel 44 being of capillary size,
isions 65. Two pairs of depressions 65 are shown, and the bore
52 and pipe 53 being much larger,
one to receive the beads 66 when the nib is in its : insures that the air flow and the ink flow will be
most retracted position and one when the nib is as described.
pulled out to the dotted line position of Figure 4.
The ink in the grooves 43 held by capillary ac
It is obvious that other positions of adjustment tion
must rise at the sides of the bar to reach the
'night be provided.
channel 44. Therefore while the Supply of ink
To provide desirable resiliency of the wings 63, 65 from
the reservoir aided by the force of gravita
!64 in their relation with the main portion of the
n.
is
ample, ink will not be drawn from grooves
nib portions at the angle of junction therebe
tween, the angles are cut away at 67, 68. To as
nib when in the full line position of Fig
sist the wings 63, 64 in supporting the nib against lureThe
4
will
have little resiliency and will produce
the pressure of the nib upon a writing surface 70 a line of minimum
width. When extended to the
and to provide a capillary ink passage above the dotted
line position, the nib will flex more with
nib a plurality of ribs 69 are provided preferably Spreading
of the point using more ink.
this
iformed on the inner surface of the hood, as seen position of the nib its rear end will be In
spaced
in
Figures
8
and
9.
In
the
form
shown,
two
of
from the shoulder 22 of the feed bar permitting
these ribs are provided.
5 ink from passage 44 to gain access to the upper
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Minor changes may be made in the physical
embodiments of the invention within the scope
of the appended claims Without departing from
the Spirit of the invention.
I claim:
1. A writing tip assembly for pens comprising,
in combination: a hood member tapering to a
Writing tip and formed with a nib surrounding
bore adjacent said tip, a feed bar housing bore
of increased diameter forming an internal shoul
der, and a bore portion of further increased di

6

bar; said feed bar formed with channel means to
conduct ink to the nib; and means to hold said

surface of the nib to flow in the space provided
by ribs 69, giving an augmented supply of ink
for the heavier line then produced.

shoulders in contact,

3. A fountain pen comprising, in combination:
a hood member having a hollow writing end por
tion; a feed bar mounted in said hood member,

formed with a nib carrying portion of substan
tially triangular cross-section with a convex up

5

Wardly facing base and freely projecting into
said hollow portion; a nib formed with a central
portion conforming to said convex portion and
With a pair of Wings resiliently engaging the re
maining sides of the feed bar; said nib slidably
carried by said feed bar for adjustment thereon;
and means to hold said nib in adjusted position.

of the intermediate bore of the hood, forming
an internal shoulder with the first named bore; 20

holding the nib in adjusted position each coin
prise an eminence carried by One of the contact
ing surfaces engaging in a depression carried by
the remaining surface.

ameter screw threaded at its opening; an exter
nally screw threaded union member formed with
a, feed-bar-end receiving bore, a, second bore por
tion of substantially the same diameter as that

and a feed bar having one end mounted in said
union member and its remaining end mounted

in and in contact with said hood member at said

internal shoulder thereof; said feed bar formed
with a plurality cf circumferential recesses, the
crests of ribs separating said recesses being
spaced from the inner surfaces of the intermedi
ate bore of the hood and of the like bore of said
union by a capillary space; the internal shoulder

O

4. The structure of claim 3 in which the means

5. The structure of claim 3 wherein one of the
Opposed Surfaces of the nib and hood is formed

with at least one longitudinal rib to maintain a
space between the nib and the interior of the

25 hood.
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